
THE SITE OF THE SAXON CHURCH
AT KINGSTON.

BY

G. H. FREEMAN.

THAT certain kings of Wessex were crowned in Kingston

is a generally admitted historic fact. Of these corona-

tions, some, if not all, were held in the Parish Church of those

times, if we may believe what has been handed down to us.

Up to the year 1729 there was a Chapel called St. Mary's, which

at that date was believed to be the actual Saxon Church which

was the scene of these coronations, as the following quotations

prove

:

" Several of the Saxon Kings were crowned here. Their
" pictures are preserved in St. Mary's Chancel, and under
" them these Inscriptions:

1 2345
King Athelstane King Ethelred King Edwin King Edward King Ethelred
crowned in the or Edred crowned in the Martyr crowned in

Market Place, crowned in this town, crowned in this Chapel,

Anno 925. this Chapel, Anno 955. this Chapel, Anno 978."
Anno 946. Anno 975.

This clear reference to the site of the coronations is specially

interesting, because it was written when the Chapel was still

standing, although the date of the History of Surrey (Cox's)

in which it appears is 1730. As the Chapel fell in March, 1729,

the calamity took place between the time of writing and the

publication of the book.

The site of this old Chapel is of considerable historic im-

portance, for the places in Europe are not many which can

boast of the number of coronations claimed for Kingston, and

there is no other spot in Surrey that can make this claim at all.

Was this Chapel in 1729 attached to the Church, and, if so,
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THE CHAPEL OF ST. MARY,

KINGSTON ON THAMES
(from Manning and Bray's Surrey)

to /ace p. 99-
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at what point ? Or was it detached ? There is doubt in the

minds of some as to where it stood. The object of the present

note is to try to fix its site definitely. The principal authority

is to be found in the vestry minutes of the parish ; but there

are other facts which confirm the conclusions arrived at from

that source.

There is a widespread impression that the Chapel was

detached from the Church. This is probably due to the fact

that the only illustrations of it, as far as the writer is aware,

make no suggestion of connection between the two. A repro-

duction of these drawings from Manning and Bray's History

of Surrey is annexed.

But, contrary to the impression gained from this, there is

distinct proof that the Chapel was attached to the Church

and opened by arches into it, and this proof is in the following

quotation

:

" Whereas on Monday the second day of this instant

March part of the Chappell called by the name of S.

Mary's Chappell part of this Parish Church as allso part of

the Walls of this Church being very ancient and decayed

did fall down. ..."

This is the beginning of a minute reporting a meeting of the

vestry on March 10, 1729. The writer says plainly, eight days

after the fall, that the Chappel was " part of this Parish

Church." He says also that the catastrophe to the Chapel

affected " part of the walls of this Church."

In order to throw further light on the position of the

Chapel, it may be as well to give here a quotation from

Biden's History of Kingston, citing a letter written on March 4,

1729, by an inhabitant of Kingston, and preserved among
Dr. Rawlinson's MSS. in the Bodleian Library:

" Our sexton with his son and daughter being employed

in digging a grave, part of the ancient Chapel of S. Mary
fell in upon them, killed the sexton and one other man
on the spot; bruised and wounded several others; and

buried in the grave both the son and daughter for three

hours: during which time many were employed digging

out the rubbish in order to get at the bodies that were

buried. . . . After the removal of the timber and several
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loads of rubbish they heard very plainly some loud groans

and cries in the grave. Soon after they came to the heads

of two persons: the man was speechless and almost dead

having his head closely confined between two stones,

the woman was not so much pressed. . . . The damage,

besides the lives already lost, is computed to amount to

above £1,000."

Biden also tells us that the sexton's name was Abram
Hammerton, and he was succeeded in his office by his

daughter Hester, whose life was saved by a portion of a

column falling over the grave in which she was working.

The falling of a " column," pier, or pillar was the cause of

all the mischief, and the reason for its fall was that it had been

undermined by the digging of a grave at its base. If the

column supported two arches which opened from the Chapel

into the Church, we can understand that when it fell the

arches would fall and with them the roof; there would be a

breach in the Church and Chapel roofs which opened to the

sky. Records say this was the case.

So we return to the continuation of the minutes of the

meeting of the vestry

:

" It is therefore ordered that for the present the Breach

occasioned thereby between the Church and the Chappell

be boarded up with Boards so that the Parishioners may
safely meet to attend divine Service and be preserved from

the weather in case it does appear upon the Report of the

Workmen hereafter named that the Parishioners may
safely meet in the said Church to perform divine Service

and the said Church is not in danger of falling or any

further Breach. . . .

" Ordered that for the future no grave be opened or

dugg either in the Church or Chancells or Churchyard

within the space of six ffoot of any Pillars Walls or other

foundations belonging to this Church."

We have seen that in addition to the Chapel being in ruins,

a part of the Church was in the same state. The parishioners

were too nervous about the condition of their Church to trust

to the report of workmen, so they sought more competent

opinion. The minutes record:
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" Ordered that application be made to Mr. Ripley

his Majesty's Surveyor that he will be pleased to survey

this Church and Chancells together with the workmen
above named. ..."

It will have been noticed that importance has been attached

to a certain pillar, Biden in his History mentioning that a

stone from a column fell across the grave. This actual stone

is preserved in Kingston Church to-day, and obviously formed

at one time part of a pillar. Is it not clear that St. Mary's

- \t y m \i \i l

Fig. i.

Chapel in 1729 opened out of the parish Church ? Now what
was its exact position ?

The term " St. Mary's Chancell " in Cox's History points

to its being at the east end of the Church. The Rev. H. P.

Measor, a former vicar, lecturing upwards of sixty years ago,

placed it at the south-eastern corner of the Church; and
Major Heales gave a plan in his book on Kingston Parish

Church showing that he also took this view (see the repro-

duction above).

But careful scrutiny suggests that he placed it too far

north. To understand this one should see the ground plan of
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the Church at the present day. The wall marked K in Heales's

plan has been cleared away, leaving I standing, which is now
a pillar; it is a fifteenth-century pillar bearing a painting of

St. Blaise of the same period on its western side. The north

wall of the Chapel could not have run through this, and it

would seem to be improbable that the windows in the south

wall of St. James's Chapel were lighted from the interior of

St. Mary's Chapel.
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{reprinted by permission from the Victoria County History).

The probabilities are that it stood as outlined in the

plan on p. 103.

The north wall of the Chapel will be seen to be in a line with

the south wall of the excrescence which is shown clearly in the

previous plan, and the extreme western end of the Chapel in a

line with the western boundary of the south transept. A
represents, according to the opinion of the writer, the pillar

which was undermined and fell. It would support two arches

connecting the Chapel and the Church. B represents the

pillar which still bears the fifteenth-century painting of St.

Blaise. C is a window which has no bearing on the argument,

but is interesting because it is identical in tracery with the

west window of the old St. Mary's Chapel, and as the Victoria
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History points out, may have been moved from that Chapel

to its present position. D and E are windows on the south side

of St. James's Chapel and get their light from the open.

A study of this plan, which fits in with all known facts,

shows the object of the " excrescence " which was covered

with stucco in Major Heales's time, but which is now flint-

faced over one-half, and in the transept half has the Magnificat

window with entrance below. The object of this bay seems

to have been a device of the builders in the fifteenth century

to connect up their transept with the old Chapel, which may
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have been in its lower part actual Saxon work. They built

this bay out of reverence for the St. Mary's Chapel, and it

stands to-day as a monument to that reverence. If this view

is correct, there is an interest in the blank piece of wall east

of the Market Place entrance and window above. It stands

where one of the arches spanned the opening between the

Chapel and the Church : it is, in fact, one portion of what was
boarded up in 1729. Later this portion was filled in with

permanent work and had a round-topped window which the

wTiter thinks was a dummy : when Pearson restored the Church
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the whole of this wall east of the entrance was flint -faced and
no window was inserted.

The space marked X in Fig. 3 is included in the Church

now (see Fig. 2). This inclusion was carried out in the

Pearson restoration. Previous to that it was not included

(see Fig. 1). It is a relic of an entrance to a gallery which ran,

some years before that restoration, along the south aisle.

Careful excavation should reveal enough of the old founda-

tions to prove the contentions here made. It is hoped that

one day these Saxon foundations may be brought to light,

and so add another point of interest to a Church which has

had such careful restoration during the incumbencies of the

present Vicar and his predecessor.


